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First person objects, antipassives, and 
the political history of the Southern Kirant

Abstract: Several Kiranti languages (Tibeto-Burman, Nepal) from different gene-

alogical sub-groups show multiple parallel developments from antipassive con-

structions with generic, non-specific objects into agreement markers registering 

first person objects. The developments span a relatively contiguous geographical 

area in the southernmost part of the family. We explain the developments by 

 contact with politeness strategies of speaker-effacement in Maithili (Indo-Aryan) 

formal style, with which southern Kiranti elites have been in intense contact 

in  about the same time frame as can be assumed for the emergence of the 

 antipassive-based agreement forms. These findings illustrate a particularly tight 

interaction between natural (functional) strategies of politeness with specific his-

torical contingencies.

Keywords: language contact, areal diffusion, antipassives, politeness, object 

agreement
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1 Introduction

Research on historical processes in linguistics is often trapped into debates on 

whether a specific development is caused by spontaneously occurring, ‘natural’ 

(or ‘functional’) processes or by contact effects triggered by the contingencies of 

sociolinguistic history. On closer inspection, however, the real interest lies in the 

precise interaction of these two forces. The present paper is a case study on such 

an interaction, showing how natural, possibly universal, processes that lead to 

parallel and unrelated developments in many languages interact with local con-

tact effects that lead to highly specific developments limited to a narrow sociolin-

guistic situation.

Our focus is on a potential micro-area, the Southern Kirant (Nepali Kirāt̃). 

This is a sociolinguistic region in Southeastern Nepal, dominated by languages of 
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64   Balthasar Bickel and Martin Gaenszle

the Kiranti subgroup of Tibeto-Burman. In the following, we will first give some 

background on the larger Kirant region, and the Kiranti group more generally 

(Section 2). We will then present a case of multiple parallel developments in the 

expression of first person objects in a geographically fairly contiguous area, ex-

panding on earlier work by Ebert (1991) and Michailovsky (2001) (Section 3). In 

Section 4 we offer an explanation for these developments in terms of how natural 

processes interact with the local history of the region. Section 5 summarizes the 

results and concludes the paper.

2 The Kirant: genealogy, geography, and typology

The Kiranti group consists of about 30 languages (depending on how one counts), 

spoken in an area of just about 200 × 100 km (Map 1). This high diversity of lan-

guages per area is typical of the Himalayas more generally, reflecting the effects of 

what Nichols (1997) calls an accretion zone. Like the Caucasus, the Himalayas 

form a typological enclave in Eurasia and as such, the region was largely unaf-

fected by the large-scale spreads of structures that flattened the typological pro-

files of Eurasia (Bickel and Nichols 2003, 2005a,b). This is reflected by the fact 

that many Kiranti languages show features that are atypical of Eurasia, and also 

features that are atypical even on a world-wide scale.

Some of the most striking features of the Eurasian enclaves that characterize 

some or all Kiranti languages are: high degrees of verb inflectional synthesis, 

 typically coupled with double agreement (with agents and patients in the case of 

transitive forms); prefixal morphology in parts of the system; inflectional posses-

sive classes, typically more complex than just alienable vs. inalienable or kin vs. 

non-kin systems (Nichols and Bickel 2005); and deep-seated ergativity (across all 

tenses, unlike in Indo-Aryan) that has sometimes strict syntactic consequences, 

as for example in Belhare (Bickel 2004), and differs from Tibeto-Burman lan-

guages of Southeast Asia and Northeastern India (e.g., Chelliah 1997).

Rarities on a world-scale that characterize some Kiranti languages include, 

among others: free positioning of prefixes inside the grammatical word (Bickel 

et al. 2007a); recursive inflection and suffix copying, resulting in repeated occur-

rences of suffixes in verb compounds and verb derivations (Bickel et al. 2007a); 

locative cases distinguishing ‘uphill’, ‘downhill’ and other locations of a referent 

(Rai 1988, Bickel 1997, Ebert 1999); pronominal root distinctions for deictic trans-

positions (Bickel 2000, Schackow 2014); or articles sensitive to whether or not an 

adjective expresses color (Bickel 2003) or color and shape (Michailovsky 2007). 

Most of these features are not universal across the Kiranti group, reflecting once 

more the diversity and heterogeneity of the group.
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66   Balthasar Bickel and Martin Gaenszle

Against this background, the Kirant is not a region where one would expect 

strong signals of areal diffusion, not even on the small scale of micro-areas. In-

deed, the sheer density of languages per square kilometer suggests that the his-

tory of the group was characterized by strong sociolinguistic compartmentaliza-

tion and structural diversification resulting from this. Any case of areal spread is 

therefore surprising and demands close attention. In the following, we present 

one case of areal spread in the Southern part of the Kirant.

3  Parallel developments in first person object 

marking

In most Kiranti languages, transitive verbs agree with both A (agent) and O 

 (object) arguments.1 In several cases, however, agreement with first person O 

 arguments has been replaced by new forms that all involve a notion of imperson-

ality, non-specificity and detransitivization. There are various variations on this 

theme and in the following we take them up in turn.

3.1  First person object marking derived from a meaning  

of ‘people’

Earlier work by Ebert (1991) and Michailovsky (2001) has unearthed a micro-areal 

pattern in the Southeast of the Kirant in which the expression of first person ob-

jects is replaced in some parts of the paradigm by morphemes that ultimately go 

back to an etymon meaning ‘person, human being, people’ (gender-neutral). The 

pattern is illustrated by the following minimal pairs from Athpare and Limbu, 

where the (a) forms represent innovations and the (b) forms older forms that co-

exist, or at least coexisted until a few decades ago (and that have direct cognates 

in other Kiranti languages):

(1) Athpare (Ebert 1997b)

 a. yaŋ-lems-e b. lems-i-ŋ-e.

  1eO-beat-PST  beat-1/2p-e

  ‘S/he beat us (e)/me’     ‘S/he beat us (e).’

1 We use A and O for the syntactic roles that are typically associated with the most agent-like and 

the least agent-like role of multi-argument verbs. All other abbreviations follow the Leipzig 

Glossing Rules.
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First person objects, antipassives   67

(2) Maiwa-Mewa Limbu (Michailovsky 2001)

 a. ciṭṭhī yapmi  mɛ-hakt-ɛ. b. mɛ-hakt-i-gɛ.

  letter  1eO 3nsS-send-PST     3nsA-send-p-e

  ‘They sent us (e) letters.’  ‘They sent it to us (e).’

The innovated forms, yaŋ in Athpare and yapmi in Limbu, both derive from the 

Proto-Kiranti etymon *rak-mi ‘person, human being’. The forms show a regular 

Eastern Kiranti development of initial *r into y (van Driem 1990), but they differ 

in the development of the coda of *rak: while in Athpare, the coda assimilated in 

nasality, in Limbu it assimilated in the place of articulation. In both languages, 

the relevant morphemes are also attested as indefinite markers. In Athpare, this 

use of yaŋ is found in forms like yaŋ-ka-pik [INDEF-PTCP-say] ‘speaker, some-

one who says something’ or yaŋ-ka-ni-nin-ba [INDEF-PTCP-see-NEG-NMLZ] ‘blind 

person, someone who doesn’t see anything’ (Ebert 1997b), a pattern also found in 

neighboring languages that do not otherwise show the use of yaŋ for first person 

objects (e.g., in Belhare, see Bickel 1996). In Limbu, yapmi is a regular indefi-

nite  pronoun, with the morphosyntactic behavior of pronouns and not nouns; 

the full lexical meaning ‘person’ has been replaced by the noun mɔna ~ məna, 

which is likely to be borrowed from an Indo-Aryan language in the neighborhood 

(Michailovsky 2001).

An essential feature of both developments is that the indefinite markers are 

prefixed to intransitive forms, as shown by the absence of any further object 

agreement morphology (such as the suffix -i for plural first person objects in the 

b-forms of the examples). In Athpare, the intransitivity of the forms is further 

 evidenced by the behavior of nominalizing articles that can be attached to finite 

verb forms and that agree in number with the S or O arguments. Attached to older 

forms, as in (1b), the article reflects the nonsingular number of the object argu-

ment (lemsiŋ-ga, where =ga is nonsingular) while on new forms (1a), the article 

is in the singular, as if there was no object argument at all (yaŋ-lem-ni=na [1eO-

beat-neg=art.sg], with singular =na) (Ebert 1997b).

This suggests that the immediate source of the new first person object forms 

is a construction with an indefinite or non-specific object followed by an intransi-

tive verb form. Such a construction is in fact wide-spread and highly productive 

in the family (Bickel 2011). The construction is comparable to (and called here) 

antipassivization in that the A argument is in the nominative rather than the 

ergative case, and in that the object argument loses some of the properties that it 

normally has in regular transitive clauses: in some languages (such as in Puma) 

the object can no longer be case-marked under antipassivization, in some lan-

guages (such as in Belhare) it can no longer be extended by modifiers, and in yet 

others (such as in Limbu), it can no longer be dropped. What is shared by Kiranti 
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68   Balthasar Bickel and Martin Gaenszle

antipassives is that they all cancel any commitment to the number or extent of the 

object referent, making this referent non-quantifiable, or if it is still quantifiable, 

non-specific or generic (Bickel et al. 2007b, Schikowski 2013).

This semantic property, which unifies all variants of the Kiranti antipassive,2 

is they key to understanding the development of new first person object forms. 

We propose that the first step in the development of *rak-mi ‘person, human be-

ing’ into a first person object marker was in fact the use of the original noun in 

an  antipassive environment where it was assigned non-quantifiable and non- 

specific reference, i.e., a notion of ‘people’ in a generic sense rather than a  specific 

person. The relevant bridge construction is still attested in Belhare, where the 

lexical noun maʔi ‘person’ (probably related to *rak-mi, cf. below) is found in 

antipassive constructions as well as in the function of a regular marker for first 

person (exclusive) objects. Consider the following contrasts:

(3) Belhare (Bickel 1996)

 a. un-na maʔi niu-t-u. (active)

  3s-ERG  person[sNOM]  [3sA-]see-NPST-3O

  ‘S/he sees a (specific) person.’ or ‘S/he sees the person.’

 b. un maʔi ni-yu. (antipassive)

  3sNOM  person[sNOM]  [3sS-]see-NPST

  ‘S/he sees people.’ but not *‘S/he sees the/a (specific) person.’

 c. un-na maʔi-ni-yu. (first person object agreement)

  3s-ERG  eP-see-NPST

  ‘S/he sees us (e).’

The contrast between (3a) and (3b) is between an active transitive and an anti-

passive form. The antipassive shows intransitive agreement morphology, nomi-

native case on the A argument and induces a non-quantifiable, non-specific 

 semantics for the object NP maʔi. The form in (3c) is nearly identical to the 

phrase  [maʔi niyu] in the antipassive, except that it has been reanalyzed as a 

 single grammatical word and is now a transitive verb form maʔiniyu. The single 

2 Note that we do not ascribe any theoretical importance to the term ‘antipassive’. We use it only 

as a descriptive label for intransitively inflected multi-argument verbs that assign nominative 

rather than ergative to the most agentive argument and cancel any commitment to the number or 

extent of the object referent. See Bickel (2011) for extensive discussion of the typological and 

theoretical issues involved in this.
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First person objects, antipassives   69

word status is demonstrated by the fact that nothing can be inserted between 

the prefix and stem whereas in (3b), the object NP can be moved away (e.g., into 

a sentence- initial position; Bickel 2004); the status as a transitive form is de-

monstrated by the fact that the A noun phrase (here, a pronoun) is in the ergative 

in (3c).

3.2 First person object marking derived from a meaning of ‘all’

An expanded survey of Kiranti languages shows that the very same pathway of 

development, from an antipassive construction to first person object forms, is 

also attested in two other sets of languages. However, the developments in these 

languages do not involve an etymon meaning ‘person, people’. In one case, the 

antipassive involves instead a prefix kha-, which goes back to a Proto-Kiranti 

root *khəl ‘all’ (Starostin 1998; cf. Kulung khɔlɔŋ ‘all, every’, Thulung kholeŋ ‘all’, 

Khaling khÖleŋ ‘all, everything’) and ultimately to what is reconstructed as 

 Proto-Tibeto-Burman *kul ‘all’ (Matisoff 2003; cf. WT kun, Garo khol ~ khal, WB 

kun ‘PL’, Jingpho khūn). The other case, involves zero-marked antipassives with 

no further element. We first discuss developments involving kha- and come back 

to the zero-marked antipassives in Section 3.3.

Puma has a regular antipassive construction marked by kha-. This con-

struction has replaced a subset of first person object agreement forms (specifi-

cally, all forms with a first person nonsingular inclusive reference and those 

forms with exclusive reference that combine with a second person A argument, 

but not 3>1e scenarios). If there are no further NPs, the resulting forms are 

 ambiguous:

(4) Puma (Bickel et al. 2007b)

 a. (kho-ci) som-kha-mʌ-tuk.

  (3-ns[NOM])  love-ANTIP-3pS-love.NPST

  ‘They love people.’

 b. (kho-ci-a) som-kha-mʌ-tuk.

  (3-ns-ERG)  love-1ns.i-3pA-love.NPST

  ‘They love us (i).’

The antipassive with kha- contrasts with active forms in the same way as is known 

from other Kiranti languages and as we saw above, i.e., by canceling any commit-

ment to the number or extent of object referents. A minimal pair, where the object 

is represented by the recipient of a verb of giving, is the following:
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70   Balthasar Bickel and Martin Gaenszle

(5) Puma (Bickel et al. 2007b)

 a. yoŋni-lai chetkuma itd-u-ŋ. (active)

  friend-DAT  clan.sister  give-3sP-1sA

  ‘I gave my sister to a friend (in marriage).’

 b. chetkuma kha-itd-oŋ. (antipassive)

  clan.sister[sNOM]  ANTIP-give-1sS.PST

  ‘I gave away my sister (to someone/people).’

What is special about the kha-antipassive is that it is limited to human ob-

jects and that these human objects cannot be expressed by a separate noun: in 

(5b), for example, one could not insert even a highly general noun like mʌnna 

‘person’ as an object. This constraint is not shared by a second antipassive form 

found in Puma, the Ø-antipassive, which has no special diathesis marking and 

behaves very similar to the antipassive construction found in languages like 

 Belhare, as illustrated by (3b) above. In addition to this, the Ø-antipassive re-

quires objects to be obligatorily overt. A minimal pair of the Ø-antipassive and 

its corresponding active form is the following (where the asterisk on the bracket 

indicates that the item is not optional):

(6) Puma (Bickel et al. 2007b)

 a. khim(-lai) copp-u-ŋ. (active)

  house-[s]DAT  look.NPST-3sP-1sA

  ‘I look at the/a house.’

 b. *(khim) cop-ŋa. (antipassive)

   house[sNOM]  look-1sS.NPST

  ‘I see houses.’ or ‘I do house-seeing.’

The ban against overt object NPs in kha-antipassives and the contrast in this 

to Ø-antipassives is explained by the etymology of the construction: the kha-form 

started out as a regular Ø-antipassive with *kha ‘all’ as its object, with no possi-

bility of ellipsis. kha was likely a frequent object because its semantics fits the 

basic semantics of the antipassive construction as canceling more specific num-

ber specifications. As a result of this, the kha-antipassive cannot have additional 

object NPs even though the etymology is no longer transparent in Puma because 

in the meantime the original quantifier has been replaced by an Indo-Aryan loan-

word, jhara ‘all’.

A critical step in this development was the incorporation of kha into the verb. 

This predicts that at some point, kha lost most of the properties that objects still 

have in Puma antipassives. The prediction is borne out by data on relativization. 

Whereas Ø-antipassivization allows relativization on the object, this property 
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First person objects, antipassives   71

of  objects is lost under kha-antipassivization. This is shown by the following 

grammaticality judgements, respectively:

(7) Puma (Bickel et al. 2007b)

 a. [[uŋ-yoŋni khip=ku]

   1sPOSS-friend[sNOM]  [3sS-]read=NMLZ

  kitap] [novel]. (Ø-antipassive)

  book[sNOM]  novel[sNOM]

  ‘The kind of book that my friend reads is novels.’

 b. *[[uŋ-pʌkka kha-ɖhe=ku]

   1sPOSS-elder.brother[sNOM]  ANTIP-beat=NMLZ

  mʌnna] tʌkku (kha)

  person[sNOM]  DEM[sNOM]

  Intended: ‘These are the kind of people that my brother beats up.’

Forms for first person objects with kha- are also attested in other Kiranti lan-

guages. This has been noted for some varieties of Camling (Ebert 1991, 1997a) and 

Chintang (Bickel et al. 2007a). Unlike in Puma, however, these languages show 

no synchronic trace of kha- in antipassive function. In spite of this, it is reason-

able to assume that the Camling and Chintang forms went through a stage of an-

tipassive use that was similar to the one in Puma, though perhaps involving only 

a frequent collocation in discourse (kha ‘all’ plus a Ø-antipassivized verb form) 

rather than fully-fledged univerbation. If this is indeed the history of the forms, 

it  would explain why the results all build on intransitive verb forms. The in-

transitive structure would not be explained if kha had directly developed into an 

object marker. The intransitive nature of the kha-forms in Camling and Chintang 

is demonstrated by the paradigms in Tables 1 and 2. In each case, the upper 

 paradigm represents the older forms, with regular object agreement. The lower 

paradigms represent the innovated kha-forms.

In both languages, kha- attaches to forms that are completely identical to the 

intransitive agreement forms displayed in the last column of the paradigms. No 

such identity is found in the older paradigms.

3.3  First person object marking derived from Ø-antipassives

In all languages reviewed so far, the development of new first person object forms 

was based on antipassives with an accompanying noun or quantifier (reflexes of 

‘person, people’ or ‘all’). But in most Kiranti languages antipassivization is also 

possible without overt object nouns (Bickel 2011), and so it is to be expected that 
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72   Balthasar Bickel and Martin Gaenszle

first person object forms could also have emerged from Ø-antipassives without 

any further morpheme. This is indeed what was  recently discovered in Yakkha by 

Schackow (2014). Table 3 shows the modern Yakkha forms of first person object 

agreement in comparison with the intransitive forms. All first person object forms 

except those with singular reference have been replaced by intransitive forms. 

The source of the forms is intransitive singular forms, but they appear to have 

been expanded to cover any A argument. Older forms with explicit object 

 agreement are attested in material from the 1980s, but the interpretation of the 

paradigms is not clear, as there seem to have been transcription and elicitation 

problems (see Schackow 2014: 219–220 for discussion.)

Like in other Kiranti languages, the intransitive agreement forms of multi- 

argument verbs is regularly used as a Ø-antipassive in Yakkha. A minimal pair is 

given in (8) below.

Table 1: Camling past tense indicative paradigms with first person object and intransitive 

forms (with an abstract stem Σ): the top paradigm is from the Northwestern dialect, the lower 

paradigm from the Southeastern dialect. (Rows represent A agreement, columns O agreement. 

Grey-shading indicates forms judged impossible by speakers. Forms in brackets are attested 

only in elicitation but not in texts; Ebert 1997a).

1s 1de 1pe 1di 1pi intransitive

2s ta-Σ-uŋa ta-Σ-c-ka ta-Σ-i-m-ka ta-Σ

2d (ta-Σ-ci) ta-Σ-ci

2p (ta-Σ-i) ta-Σ-i

3s pa-Σ-uŋa pa-Σ-c-ka pa-Σ-i-m-ka pa-Σ-ci pa-Σ-i Σ

3d Σ-ci

3p mi-Σ

1s 1de 1pe 1di 1pi intransitive

2s kha-ta-Σ ta-Σ

2d kha-ta-Σ-ci ta-Σ-ci

2p kha-ta-Σ-i ta-Σ-i

3s kha-Σ Σ

3d kha-Σ-ci Σ-ci

3p kha-mi-Σ mi-Σ
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First person objects, antipassives   73

Table 2: Chintang paradigms with first person object and intransitive forms: the top paradigm 

is from the Eastern variety (Mulgāũ), the lower paradigm from the Western (Sāmbugāũ) variety. 

(Same conventions as in Table 1, but with both nonpast (upper entries) and past (lower entries) 

forms in each cell because they involve partially different affixes. Elements within curly 

brackets can freely permute; Bickel et al. 2007a).

1s 1de 1pe 1di 1pi intransitive

2s a-Σ-ma-ʔã {a-ma-}Σ-ce-ke {a-ma-}Σ-no a-Σ-no

a-Σ-e-h-ẽ {a-ma-}Σ-a-ce {a-ma-}Σ-e a-Σ-e

2d a-Σ-ma-ʔa-ŋ-cɨ-ŋ a-Σ-ce-ke

a-Σ-a-ŋ-cɨ-hẽ a-Σ-a-ce

2p a-Σ-ma-ʔa-ŋ-nɨ-ŋ a-Σ-i-ki

a-Σ-a-ŋ-nɨ-h-ẽ a-Σ-i-h-ẽ

3s u-Σ-ma-ʔã ma-Σ-ce-ke ma-Σ-no mai-Σ-ce-ke mai-Σ-no Σ-no

u-Σ-e-h-ẽ ma-Σ-a-ce ma-Σ-e mai-Σ-a-ce mai-Σ-e Σ-e

3d u-Σ-ma-ʔa-ŋ-cɨ-ŋ u-Σ-ce-ke

u-Σ-a-ŋ-cɨ-h-ẽ u-Σ-a-ce

3p u-Σ-ma-ʔa-ŋ-nɨ-ŋ u-Σ-no

u-Σ-a-ŋ-nɨ-h-ẽ u-Σ-e

1s 1de 1pe 1di 1pi intransitive

2s a-Σ-ma-ʔã {a-kha-}Σ-no a-Σ-no

a-Σ-e-h-ẽ {a-kha-}Σ-e a-Σ-e

2d a-Σ-ma-ʔa-ŋ-cɨ-ŋ {a-kha-}Σ-ce-ke a-Σ-ce-ke

a-Σ-a-ŋ-cɨ-hẽ {a-kha-}Σ-a-ce a-Σ-a-ce

2p a-Σ-ma-ʔa-ŋ-nɨ-ŋ {a-kha-}Σ-i-ki a-Σ-i-ki

a-Σ-a-ŋ-nɨ-h-ẽ {a-kha-}Σ-i-h-ẽ a-Σ-i-h-ẽ

3s u-Σ-ma-ʔã kha-Σ-no Σ-no

u-Σ-e-h-ẽ kha-Σ-e Σ-e

3d u-Σ-ma-ʔa-ŋ-cɨ-ŋ {u-kha-}Σ-ce-ke u-Σ-ce-ke

u-Σ-a-ŋ-cɨ-h-ẽ {u-kha-}Σ-a-ce u-Σ-a-ce

3p u-Σ-ma-ʔa-ŋ-nɨ-ŋ {u-kha-}Σ-no u-Σ-no

u-Σ-a-ŋ-nɨ-h-ẽ {u-kha-}Σ-e u-Σ-e
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(8) Yakkha (Schackow 2014)

 a. uŋ=ŋa na paŋ cog-uks-u=na (active)

  2s=ERG  this  house[NOM]  do-PRF-3sO=ART.SG

  ‘He has made this house.’

 b. khatniŋ=go  liŋkha  ekdam  cog-a=nuŋ cog-a=nuŋ. (antipassive)

  but=TOP a.clan very do-PST=COM  do-PST=COM

  ‘as the Linkha man worked and worked’

As (8b) shows, object nouns are not obligatory, but there is also no ban against 

them, as shown by the following antipassive construction with the overt object 

noun chemha ‘liquor’:

(9) Yakkha (Schackow 2014)

 chemha  uŋ-meʔ=n=em

 liquor drink-NPST=ART.SG=ALTERNATIVE.Q

 ŋ-uŋ-meʔ=n=em?

 NEG-drink-NPST=ART.SG=ALTERNATIVE.Q

 ‘Does she drink raksi (an alcoholic beverage type) or not?’

Yakkha differs from all other languages in that intransitively inflected forms 

of multi-argument predicates are also used in passive rather than antipassive 

function, resulting in ambiguity:

(10) Yakkha (Schackow 2014)

 ochoŋ=ha cayoŋwa  pahile kulpitri=ci m-bim-me.

 new=ART.NC  food at.first  ancestor=NSG  3p-give-NPST

 ‘They give the new food to the ancestors at first.’

 or ‘The ancestors are given the new food at first.’

Table 3: Yakkha paradigm with first person object and intransitive forms (same conventions as 

in Tables 1 and 2; Schackow 2014).

1s 1de 1pe 1di 1pi intransitive

2s Σ-ŋ-ka Σ-ka

2d Σ-ka Σ-ci-ka

2p Σ-i-ka

3s Σ-ŋ Σ

3d Σ Σ-ci

3p n-Σ
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Schackow (2014) further observes that the passive interpretation often gives rise 

to a first plural A reading, as in the following:

(11) Yakkha (Schackow 2014)

 kisa sis-a=na

 deer  kill-PST=ART.SG

 ‘The deer was killed.’ or ‘We killed the deer.’

Passive forms have not yet replaced regular transitive A forms in the paradigms 

and this development seems to be unique to Yakkha and unrelated to the devel-

opment of Ø-antipassives into first person O forms.

3.4 Genealogical and geographical distribution

The three patterns observed above do not map directly onto genealogical trees 

based on sound laws and lexical data. Figure 1 shows a plausible tree of Kiranti, 

annotated for some of the key sound laws that motivate it (and that synthe-

size proposals by Michailovsky (1994), van Driem (2001), Opgenort (2004) and 

Bickel’s ongoing survey work).3 The languages with first person forms based on 

anti passives are marked by boxes and keyed to the kind of object noun involved 

in  the  historical process: *rak-mi and maʔi ‘person, people’ (Limbu, Athpare, 

 Belhare), or kha ‘all’ (Southeastern Camling, Puma, Sāmbugāũ Chintang), or 

none (Yakkha).

The developments cross-cut major subgrouping divisions. This suggests that 

the development did not arise in a single node but represents multiple parallel 

developments. This is confirmed by the fact that one and the same overall pat-

tern shows distinct developmental details. The precise development of ‘person, 

3 Chintang and Puma data were not available for earlier proposals and Chintang was sometimes 

misclassified as Central Kiranti. The assignment of Chintang to Eastern Kiranti is evident from 

the aspiration of proto-preglottalized stops (as in phuŋ ‘flower’, phak ‘pig’, thuŋ- ‘drink’, them 

‘what, which’ etc.) and the partial merger of initial *r and *ʀ with y (before back vowels, as 

yum ‘salt’, yam ‘body’, yom- ~ yop- ‘weak, sick’ etc. vs. ret- ‘laugh’ etc. ≺ *ʀ; yokt- ‘tremble’ vs. rɨŋ 

‘language’ etc. ≺ *r). The latter development contrasts with Limbu, where the merger of rhotics 

and y is complete. The assignment of Puma to Southern Central Kiranti is chiefly based on the 

voicing for originally preglottalized initials (as in buŋwa ‘flower’, bok ‘pig’, duŋ- ‘drink’, dem 

‘how, what’ etc.) and the merger of initial *ʀ with r (as in rum ‘salt’, ram ‘body’, rom-t- ‘weak’, 

ri- ‘laugh’ etc. ≺ *ʀ and roŋ ‘rice’, ruks- ‘shake’, etc. ≺ *r).
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people’ nouns is different in all three languages that show it: involving the full 

etymon *rak-mi in Limbu but only the first syllable in Athpare. The Belhare item 

maʔi is perhaps related to this, but with a different development. We lack an exact 

reconstruction, but we note a Chintang cognate maʔmi and a nasal-initial variant 

(napmi ~ naːpmi) of yapmi in Limbu in some dialects (Michailovsky 2001, van 

Driem 1987) so that a kind of anticipatory long-distance assimilation in the onset 

(replacing r by m) and reduction of the coda of *rak-mi (reducing k to a glottal 

stop) is a plausible though unproven scenario.

In two cases, the developments cross-cut even languages. In the case of 

 Camling the division appears to follow a major dialect boundary, which is also 

reflected in phonology and other properties of the language (Ebert 1997a). In 

 Chintang, the innovated kha-forms are found among speakers in one part of the 

Chintang area (centered on Sāmbugāũ), but this does not necessarily reflect a 

full-fledged dialect cluster distinction. There are no major phonological distinc-

tions associated with the kha-variety, and only two minor morphological distinc-

tions, with differences in negation and imperfective markers (Bickel et al. 2007a, 

Schikowski 2013).

Fig. 1: Genealogy of Kiranti languages with sound laws supporting the topology. Languages in 

boxes show a development of antipassives into first person object markers, involving an object 

derived from a meaning ‘person, people’ (●) or ‘all’ (■), or not involving any object (□).
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Map 2 shows that the developments span an area that is geographically fairly 

contiguous.4 The only exceptions are Chɨlɨng and Bantawa, although in the case 

of Chɨlɨng we do not know whether the gap is real or apparent because the lan-

guage is not described. For Bantawa, Doornenbal (2009) describes an antipassive 

with kha-, working in similar way to Puma. But there is no trace of this antipassive 

having developed into first object forms.

Outside of this area, we have not come across any parallel development in 

any of the Kiranti languages that have been described in the literature. Ebert 

(1991) cites a case from Dungmali, a language spoken between Yakkha and 

 Chintang, and this would fit with the areal distribution in Map 2. However, as the 

language has not yet been sufficiently documented, we refrain from a historical 

interpretation of its agreement morphology.

Given the overall distribution in Map 2, we propose that the developments 

represent areal diffusion in the Southern Kirant. The only piece of evidence that 

would speak against this, is the observation that Bantawa lacks the relevant de-

velopments. However, based on local oral history, there is good reason to assume 

that Bantawa has moved into the South and especially into the Mahābhārat hill 

track only recently. It is likely that just a few generations ago these regions were 

occupied by speakers of other Kiranti languages that do show the innovated 

forms.

Puma and Belhare are the only languages where we find no trace whatsoever 

of older forms that were used in those places where antipassives took over. This 

suggests that these two Southern languages were the centers of innovation, once 

for ‘all’-based developments (the Puma kha-antipassives in the west) and once 

for ‘people’-based developments (the Belhare maʔi-construction in the east). 

However, it is possible that there was a still earlier innovation, centered again 

in the South, but now involving Belhare and Chintang rather than Belhare and 

Puma. Belhare and Chintang, and no other documented languages, have markers 

ma- and mai- for first person objects. In Chintang, Table 2 shows that ma- is found 

with exclusive, mai- with inclusive object reference. The Belhare forms are given 

in Table 4. Here, both mai- and ma- have singular object reference and mai- is 

analyzed as an allomorph of ma- by Bickel (1996). These differences in the exact 

synchronic distribution notwithstanding, it is possible that both markers con-

tinue the same line of development from the noun for ‘people’ *rak-mi ≻ *napmi 

(cf. Phedāppe Limbu, possibly via *yapmi) ≻ *mapmi ≻ *maʔmi (Chintang) ≻ 

maʔi(-) (Belhare) ≻ mai- ≻ ma-.

4 Note hat the Southeastern Camling and Limbu areas are our guesses only. We are not aware 

of any detailed dialect-geographical surveys of the extent to which kha- and rakmi-based agree-

ment is found across the relevant areas.
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Whether or not this additional etymology is real, the center of innovation of 

the general antipassive-to-first-person-object development seems to be clearly in 

the southernmost languages of the Kirant. The developments do not seem to be 

very old, dating back to perhaps no more than a couple of hundred years, since 

they are not completed in all languages and/or have affected subbranches only 

partially (e.g., excluding Bantawa and Northwestern Camling from Southern 

 Central Kiranti, and excluding the Mulgāũ Chintang varieties, along with perhaps 

other languages, from Eastern Kiranti).

4  Explanations: natural forces and historical 

contingency in interaction

The micro-areal developments described in the preceding can be best explained 

by the specific ways in which natural (‘functional’) trends interact with the  history 

of the Southern Kirant. We first discuss the functional trends and then their inter-

action with local history.

Although we are not aware of systematic worldwide surveys to back this up, 

it seems reasonable to assume that it is a natural development for first person 

non-singular pronouns or agreement markers to be replaced by expressions for 

generic ‘people’, ‘all’ and similar notions. Such cases have been noted in several 

places (the best known being French on as a replacement for first person subjects; 

for others see Siewierska 2004: 211), although it is not clear how frequent such 

developments are. The conceptual link is confirmed by developments in the 

Table 4: Belhare paradigms with first person object and intransitive forms (N is a floating nasal 

feature that attaches to preceding codas or, if there is none, is realized as a syllabic nasal; 

Bickel 1996).

1s 1de 1pe 1di 1pi intransitive

2s ka-Σ-ka maʔi-Σ-ka Σ-ka

2d ka-Σ-chi-ka maʔi-Σ-chi-ka Σ-chi-ka

2p ka-Σ-i-ka maʔi-Σ-i-ka Σ-i-ka

3s mai-Σ maʔi-Σ ka-Σ Σ

3d ma-ŋ-Σ-chi maʔi-Σ-chi ka-ŋ-Σ-chi N-Σ-chi

3p ma-ŋ-Σ maʔi-Σ ka-ŋ-Σ N-Σ
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 opposite direction, where first person forms are used for generic or impersonal 

reference. This development is fairy common in European languages (e.g., 

 English we wouldn’t do this for one wouldn’t do this) and also attested occasion-

ally elsewhere, indeed also in the Kirant, e.g., in Hayu (Michailovsky 1988: 173), 

Limbu (van Driem 1987: 218–221), or Belhare (Bickel 2003). Another parallel to 

this is the use of passives for first person A reference in Yakkha mentioned in 

Section 3.3 above.

The Southern Kiranti developments can be seen as specific instantiations of 

this pattern, linked to antipassivization and thereby to a use of generic expres-

sion for first person objects rather than subjects. This more specific pattern is also 

occasionally attested in other parts of the world: Matses (Fleck 2006) in South 

and Comanche (Charney 1993) in North America, Chukchi (Dunn 1999) in Siberia 

and Karen (Jones 1961) in Southeast Asia.5

Since the worldwide distribution of the general pattern goes across socio- 

geographically and areally completely disparate regions, the broad pattern of 

 development from generic to first person reference is likely to be a natural, func-

tionally motivated pathway that is spontaneously taken by languages, although 

perhaps not with high pressure. What remains to be explained is (i) the ultimate 

source and motivation of the development in conceptual terms, (ii) the fact that it 

is found not as a single instance in the Kirant but as a case of multiple parallel 

developments in a micro-area, and (iii) the fact that this micro-area is centered on 

the southernmost languages. For these questions, we turn to the specific sociolin-

guistic history of the Southern Kirant.

A likely trigger of the specific developments in the Southern Kirant is contact 

with politeness phenomena found in Maithili, the socially dominating Indo- 

Aryan language spoken to the South of the Kirant. This is based on two findings. 

First, Maithili displays a morphological feature of avoiding explicit reference to 

first persons, especially in socially prestigious varieties. Second, there is historio-

graphic evidence for contact between southern Kiranti languages and these high- 

prestige varieties of Maithili. We take up these two issues in turn.

Maithili verb agreement shows systematic avoidance of forms that could be 

unambiguously interpreted as referring to a first person. One manifestation of 

this is a systematic conflation between first and second person honorific forms in 

both intransitive and transitive constructions:

5 This is based on an informal survey of 200 languages that Bickel conducted in 2008. Help 

from student assistants Tyko Dirksmeyer, Thomas Goldammer and Jenny Seeg is gratefully ac-

knowledged. The Chukchi and Karen parallels were also noted by Ebert (1991) and Ebert (1998), 

respectively.
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(12) Maithili (Bickel et al. 1999)

 a. daur-l-aũh

  run-PST-1/2HON

  ‘I ran.’ or ‘You (honorific) ran.’

 b. dekh-l-i

  see-PST-1/2HON.TRANS

  ‘I saw you.’ or ‘You (honorific) saw me.’

The forms can be disambiguated by personal pronouns but there is often no need 

for this in actual discourse, and the use without such pronouns is in fact a strate-

gic choice for avoiding overt reference. Bickel et al. (1999) explain this by posit-

ing a face-saving constraint that overrides competing principles from empathy- 

driven trends to register first person participants. Face-saving constraints are of 

course a key dimension of politeness effects (Brown and Levinson 1987), and this 

is why the constraint in Maithili is operative especially in varieties associated 

with polite and formal style.

In Maithili, the forms in (12) critically involve conflation with second person 

honorific reference, not others. This directly follows from politeness principles of 

indexing higher status referents whenever possible (Bickel et al. 1999). For the 

Southern Kiranti languages we are not aware of any direct linguistic coding of 

social status, and not of any grammaticalized coding by honorifics.6 Therefore, 

we expect the relevant politeness constraint only to have an impact on the treat-

ment of speakers. If we assume that such constraints were, or still are, operative 

in Kiranti societies, we obtain a plausible explanation for the development of 

 antipassives into first person object forms: antipassives fulfill the constraints 

 because they avoid unique identification of the speaker by substituting speaker 

reference by generic or no reference.

The constraints were apparently relevant only for object arguments, not sub-

ject arguments. This is different from Maithili, but it can be explained by the way 

object agreement functions in discourse in Kiranti languages and by a special 

cultural value attributed to first person objects. First, we note that object agree-

ment frequently refers specifically to recipient roles. Extrapolating from a de-

tailed analysis of Chintang (Schikowski et al. in press),7 it appears that a salient 

6 The only Kiranti language that is known to us to have developed honorific pronouns is the 

Northwestern language Thulung (Lahaussois 2003). The development seems to be recent.

7 We assume that the frequency patterns of Chintang are fairly representative of other Southern 

and Eastern Kiranti languages, and this is confirmed by impressionistic surveys of texts. Note 

that we report here counts for first person objects only, whereas Schikowski et al. (in press) report 

counts on all objects.
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proportion of first person object agreement is with recipient arguments (mani-

festing itself in what is known as primary object alignment): in Chintang this 

 accounts for 70% of object agreement in three-place predicates. Even when com-

pared to all cases of first person object agreement, including two-place predicates, 

recipient agreement still takes up a remarkable share of about one third, includ-

ing conceptually important verb classes like all verbs of giving and talking that 

involve human object referents.

Second, the ethnographic record suggests that recipients are of special con-

cern for politeness in Kiranti societies, and this special concern appears to have 

overruled the presumably universal concern for first person agents and first 

 person intransitive subjects: transactions of giving and receiving are of key im-

portance, especially in the context of marriage (e.g., requests by intermediaries, 

gift-giving, ceremonial dialogues for the transfer of rights between wife-givers 

and wife-takers), but also in the context of ordinary economic as well as sacrifi-

cial exchange (Gaenszle 2002: 140). In all these situations a petitioner typically 

puts forward a request, accompanied by gifts, and putting the addressee in a 

higher, powerful position as a potential giver. As the petitioner expresses his 

plea, e.g., “Give us your daughter in marriage!”, he is likely to stress the role of 

the  giver and to minimize the role of the recipient. In Mewahang and Belhare 

ceremonial dialogues, for example, the wife-takers address the wife-givers as 

maiti rājā ‘wife-giver king’ and minimize their own role as ignorant people who 

do not know how to even speak properly (Gaenszle 2002: 203–210). Thus the force 

of the imposition on the addressee’s negative face is reduced, stressing his posi-

tive face as a powerful and respected being. Of course, as soon as the addressee 

accepts the gifts, this puts him under the moral obligation to reciprocate and give 

what the petitioners request.

Against this background, it is likely that the developments of antipassives 

into first person object markers was brought into Kiranti by copying a politeness 

strategy of self-effacement from Maithili and applying it in those situations where 

it mattered most for traditional concerns, i.e., for recipients. Evidence for such a 

copy scenario comes from political developments in exactly the time frame of 

about 200–300 years ago that seems reasonable to assume for the linguistic de-

velopments (cf. above): Since at least the 16th century parts of the southernmost 

Kiranti people maintained a special political relationship with royal dynasties in 

the Tarai, the sub-Himalayan plains of today’s Nepal. The exact origin of the first 

known of these kings (Vijayanārayaṇ, who established Vjayapur near present-day 

Dharan, cf. Map 1) is controversial, but all evidence points to strong affiliations 

with dynasties that were culturally embedded in the larger (East) Indian context. 

By the end of the 16th century, the Eastern Tarai region came under the influence 

of the Indo-Aryan (“Rajput”) Sen dynasty, which had expanded from Pālpā to 
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Makvānpur and eventually included the Tarai principalities of Udayapur, Cau-

dandi and Vijayapur (Pradhan 1991, Gaenszle 2000). During that period, some of 

the Sen rulers, who controlled the plains including much of Mithila, the center 

of the Maithili language, entered a military alliance with Kiranti chiefs controlling 

the adjacent territories in the north whom they gave the hereditary position of 

cautariyā, i.e., prime minister. The points of contact were likely limited to the 

 social elites at the court, but as such, they also increased the borrowing of reli-

gious traditions, leading to the modern ‘hybrid’ patterns of ritual and religion 

that is characteristic especially of southern Kiranti societies (Gaenszle et al. 

2005). The intense relationship with the Sen courts lasted until the Gorkha 

 (Nepali) conquests at the end of the 18th century.

Crucially, the language used at the Sen courts for official purposes was Mai-

thili, and even letters addressed to the Kiranti chiefs were written in this language 

(Pradhan 1991: 48, 83, 222). This makes it likely that Maithili, and especially the 

high-caste, socially prestigious style used in the court, became a prestige lan-

guage for southern Kiranti elites, perhaps comparable to the role that French 

played at about the same time in Europe. As a result of this, the Kiranti are likely 

to have borrowed the socially most distinctive aspect of this style, viz. the strong 

patterns of reference avoidance as a face-keeping strategy. And given the indige-

nous ideas of the recipient’s face and delicate social status described above, it 

was natural to adopt the Maithili style specifically for object reference.

This scenario predicts that other contact effects were limited and did not ex-

tend to areas which one would expect to be affected in situations of mass bilin-

gualism, such as large parts of the lexicon or constructional calques in substan-

tial numbers. This prediction is borne out: Maithili loanwords and loanwords 

from other Indo-Aryan languages in the south are relatively rare. Apart from 

 Limbu məna ~ mɔna, Puma mʌnna ‘person’ and Puma jhara ‘all’ mentioned 

above, loanwords seem to be limited to a few culinary items (e.g., Limbu haːrundi, 

Puma/Chintang hardi ‘turmeric, curcuma’ ≺ Maithili hardī vs. Nepali besār; 

 Chintang, Belhare marci, Yakkha macchi ≺ Maithili marcāi ‘chilli’ vs. Nepali 

khorsānī) and words for objects of wealth and prestige, in particular certain terms 

which have entered the ritual language: Chintang arawa ‘unparched and husked 

rice’ (≺ Maithili arawā vs. Nepali aluwā); Chintang and Puma sona rupa ‘gold and 

silver’ (≺ Maithili sonā + Maithili rūpā); Chintang guwari ‘areca nut’ (≺ Maithili 

gūā vs. Nepali supāri). This is precisely the lexical layer one would expect to be 

affected under the proposed sociolinguistic scenario.
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5 Conclusions

When diachronic developmental patterns are found in different, socio- 

geographically completely unrelated parts of the world, they are likely to be 

caused by natural, functionally motivated forces of language change. But a full 

understanding of the developments requires an account of the precise variants 

found and their local distribution and historical background. The present case 

study exemplifies these general observations: for the development of first per-

son object agreement in some Kiranti languages, we showed that while follow-

ing a functionally motivated pattern, the precise characteristics and areal distri-

bution of the development is best understood against the political history of the 

region.
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